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Ваш надійний помічник

 

Senior QA Engineer, 95000 грн. + %
 

Київ,  
 

Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB
фахівці

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: повна вища
Досвід роботи: від п'яти років

Графік роботи: повний робочий
день

Опис
вакансії
 

International IT Company which develops software for embedded systems opened vacancy Senior QA Engineer

RESPONSIBILITIES

Design test plans, scenarios, scripts, or procedures.

Creation of Test Cases, Test Reports

Analysis of system requirements and producing testing specifications from systems requirements

Creation of Test Cases, Test Reports

Monitor bug resolution efforts and track successes.

Creation of Test Cases, Test Reports

Participate in product design reviews to provide input on functional requirements, product designs, schedules, or potential
problems.

Constant improvement of QA practices in the project

Regression tests

Documentation and archiving of test results.

Perform Debugging and Root Cause Analysis of component failures and customer reported issues.

Skills Required:

3+ years professional experience in QA area

Experience in Feature testing, Regression

Experience in testing Linux software applications

Experience in Script writing in Python or Perl, etc.

Experience in usage of Test Management tools (Jira, Git, etc.)

Knowledge of software development lifecycle

Passionate about quality

Upper - intermediate English communication skills

As an advantage:

Embedded system design, debug, and testing in an Embedded Linux / RTOS environments.

https://jobs.ua/vacancy/it_web_specialists


Experience testing desktop applications or devices.

Experience developing Automation scripts in Robot Framework is a plus.

Knowledge C, C++ is a plus.

Personal skills:

Good analytical skills

Strong communication and problem solving skills

Good team player, motivated to solve complex tasks

Strong attention to details and accuracy

BENEFITS

Dynamic and challenging tasks.

Team of professionals.

Individual career path in engineering.

Flexible working schedule.

Social package - medical insurance; sick leave and regular vacation.

English classes.

Travel to US, UK.

Competitive compensation depending on experience and skills; plus bonus.

Контактна інформація
 

Телефон: +38 (097) 485-95-00
 
 

Контактна
особа:

ЛюбовьВолошнюк
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